
How Today’s Culture Affects the Mass

One thing that works against the “full, active participation” we are

called to in the Eucharist is today’s entertainment culture.  We

approach the liturgy thinking of ourselves as an audience instead of an

assembly; passive viewers rather than active participants.  The

Eucharist is not a one-way relationship; it is a dynamic process where

we are asked to respond to God’s gift of eternal life, represented in the

Body and Blood.  As the ritual is largely the same, we are seduced by

the culture to be bored because it isn’t endlessly entertaining – but

that’s not the point.  Common and practiced words and gestures give rise

to symbolic meanings, which communicate God’s presence in our midst.

Rituals also call us to participate as a community, rather than as the

individuals our culture promotes.  If we fully participate, when the

bread and wine become the Body and Blood we too are changed –

transformed – into community in the process.  We are called to share

the gifts we have with others throughout the week, then carry Eucharist

– thanksgiving – through the time we are apart.

How can we do this?  How can we give our children this most important

gift, this understanding of our faith, when we often struggle with it

ourselves?  We can begin by making the most of the Mass that we can.

- Sit near the front.  The farther from the action the kids are,

the more bored they’ll be.  Let them see what’s going on!

- Share a songbook.  New readers can get lost in all the words,

even older ones have a hard time if a song moves quickly.  Use

your finger to follow the words for them.

- Talk in church.  Yes, we’re supposed to be quiet, but whispered

explanations – “this is a story about Jesus” for the Gospel, “this

is when the bread and wine become Jesus” all help to keep them

engaged.

- Point out people they know – if they know the lector, or

minister, point it out to them.

- And the highlight was? – on the way home, ask what part of the

Mass they liked the best – the silent prayer after Communion, the

homily, the readings – and tell them yours too!



Explaining the real Presence of Jesus in the Eucharist

Students at this age understand things in black-and-white terms;

they have a hard time with symbols.  It can be challenging trying to

explain an abstract concept like “transubstantiation”!  The easiest way is

to say that when we celebrate the Eucharist, God changes the bread

and wine so that they become Jesus himself.  It still looks and tastes

like bread and wine, but it’s Jesus, coming that way so the bread can

remind us of his body and the wine of his blood.  Jesus wants to be

close to us, to be a part of us and to have us be a part of him.  The

Eucharist helps us to be more like Jesus.

As central as this is to our faith, it’s a hard concept!  Remember

that their understanding of the sacrament (and yours!) will deepen as

time goes on.  You don’t need to know that there are 90 calories in a

banana to receive energy from one when you eat it!  Christ gives us

grace through the Eucharist whether we understand it or not.  The

Eucharist gives us strength to live like Jesus; it is a call to action.  We

are called to be the hands, feet, and heart of Jesus in the world.

How to Translate Images of Eucharist to your child

A birthday party – how do you know it’s special?

Share important traditions.  What pattern or ritual can you share

to help your child understand the ritual of the Mass?

Share your story – and share the stories of the Bible!

Use sacramentals.  Sacraments are the way Jesus shares his life

with us, and there are only seven.  Sacramentals were

instituted by the Church to sanctify certain objects people

use in their daily lives, as a way to increase our awareness

of God’s grace through ordinary objects in our homes and

lives.   Blessings of persons, meals, occasions, objects, and

places are the most important kinds.  Holy water is an

example of a sacramental.



Dr. Gregory Popcak
Have small kids? 5 tips to helping you make it through Mass

Parents often feel self-conscious taking their small children to church. We worry that
our little ones will disturb others or prevent us from “getting anything out of Mass.”
While we do need to be sensitive to people around us and it can sometimes be hard to
attend to what is going on when we are trying to manage a crying baby or squirming
toddler, the truth is, our children are valuable members of the faith community. As
baptized members of the Body of Christ, it is not only good that infants and toddlers
come to Mass, they have a right to be there. As Pope Francis recently put it, “The cry
of a baby is God’s voice: never drive them away from the Church!”

The religious brain
A parent who leaves a child at home “until they are old enough” is missing an
important stage of the child’s religious education. Education begins
unconsciously. Your baby or toddler needs to be given the opportunity to learn the
rhythm, sights, sounds and smells of the Mass before he is conscious enough to
understand the Mass. Spirituality begins as a sensory call from God that eventually
leads to a transformative response. Depriving a child of this sensory education can
make it that much harder to lead your children into a personal encounter with Christ
that they can feel in their bones.

Do not disturb
Of course, there is a difference between a fussing baby and a screaming baby. As a
matter of courtesy to the other worshippers, parents should remove a child who is
being loud and cannot be consoled after about a minute or so. That noted, everyone
else around the family with a fussy child has an obligation to put on an understanding,
sympathetic smile and trust the parent will handle it. As Jesus said to the apostles who
were pushing the kids away from him, “get over your bad selves.”

Tips for success
Taking children to Church can, admittedly be a challenge. The following tips from can
help make any churchgoing parent’s life easier.

1. Sit in the front. Yes, it’s counterintuitive, but kids behave better when they can see
what’s going on.

2. Don’t start out in the cry room. Though well-intended, most cry rooms are like “Lord
of the Flies” Sunday School. Go in only for as long as it takes to quiet your child. You
and your child will get more out of the experience

3. Know when to hold ’em. If you have to remove your child from the sanctuary, hold
him the entire time you are in the cry room or the back of the church. Letting your
child play and run in the back of the church teaches him — through simple Pavlovian
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conditioning — that he needs to cry and fuss to earn play time. Let your child have a
minimal amount of freedom of movement while he is in the pew, but none if he makes
you leave the sanctuary. Is your child genuinely upset? Brain science shows that little
ones need cuddles to help them calm down. If your little one makes you leave, by all
means be loving, sympathetic, compassionate and affectionate, but do not put him
down. When he’s quiet, return to the pew.

4. Engage them. By all means, for children under 4 or so, bring some quiet, soft,
preferably religiously-themed plushes, books, etc. Keep them in a special “going to
Mass bag”  that is reserved for church.  That will keep these activities
special. Regardless, try to put these things away before the consecration. At the
elevation, point to the host and whisper something like, “Look at the miracle! Look at
Jesus. Say, ‘I love you Jesus!’”

5. Don’t do Mass in shifts. If you feel you aren’t “getting anything out of Mass” when
you bring small children you are missing the point. What you get is the joy of passing
your faith on to them.  That’s what you signed up for when you became a Catholic
parent. Yes, it can be tough, and yes, you may certainly do other things to get your
spiritual needs met, but Sunday Mass is for your family.  Go as a family.

Attending Mass as a family can be a challenge, but remember, God will abundantly
bless those who bring his little ones to him. “For the Kingdom of Heaven belongs to
such as these” (Mt 19:14).

 This article originally appeared on OSVnews.com.
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